The storage and analysis of large amounts of time-varying spatial and aspatial data is becoming an important feature of many application domains. This has fuelled the need for spatio-temporal extensions to data models and their associated querying facilities. To date, much of this work has focused on the relational data model, with object data models receiving far less consideration. Where descriptions of such object models do exist, these models fail to fully integrate their spatial, aspatial and temporal dimensions into a uniform and coherent model. In addition, there is currently a lack of systems which build upon these models to produce database architectures that address the broad spectrum of issues related to the delivery of a fully functional spatio-temporal DBMS. This paper presents a foundation for the development of such a system, called Tripod, by describing a spatio-historical object model based on a specialized mechanism, called a history, for maintaining knowledge about entities that change over time. Key features of the resulting model include: (i) consistent representations of primitive spatial and timestamp types; (ii) a component-based design in which spatial, timestamp and historical extensions are formalized incrementally, for subsequent use together or separately; (iii) compatibility with mainstream query processing frameworks for object databases; and (iv) the integration of the spatio-temporal proposal with the ODMG object database standard. The paper presents a comprehensive formal characterization of the model and illustrates its capabilities in a crime data management application. It is also shown how the model can be programmed using an extension to the ODMG language bindings. The model and language bindings have been fully implemented.
Introduction
Spatio-temporal databases have been the focus of considerable research activity in both relational and object settings over the last three decades. Much of the recent work in this area has been surveyed in [13] . However, there are still very few prototypes of complete systems, and far less products that provide effective support for applications tracking changes to spatial and aspatial data over time. We contend that this is because much of the activity in spatio-temporal databases has focused on specific parts of the problem, at the expense of a more holistic view of database systems design and development. It is probably also the case that the database research community has been inclined to undervalue integration or consolidation activities. This section outlines several contentions relating to spatio-temporal databases, with the objective of motivating the need for the data model reported in this paper.
It is our contention that the formal specification of a spatio-temporal object model and the operations that manipulate this model are central to the definition of a complete database system. Moreover, we contend that proposals for spatial and temporal database models and languages often have very large numbers of highly specialized features, which result in difficulties when defining an efficient query processing architecture and object manipulation language (OML).
Another of our contentions is that since spatial and aspatial data change in conceptually similar ways, a single temporal model should be used with both spatial and aspatial data. Previous research has taken two divergent paths towards providing support for spatio-temporal entities. The first provides tightly-coupled mechanisms for spatio-temporal support, whereas the second provides more general support for the temporal aspects of data, of which spatial entities are just one type. The former of these approaches is exemplified by [45] , where a spatio-temporal model and algebra are proposed whose entities are spatial objects (simplicial complexes) that have an integral temporal dimension. The second approach is exemplified in a relational setting by [28] , where a spatial vector model is proposed in which stored line segments are used as primitives to produce stored polygons. Each of these polygons is then timestamped with its own attribute history using discrete-time semantics. Neither of these techniques have been extended to aspatial data. While such approaches provide special mechanisms for recording the history of purely spatial entities, they fall short of a generalized model for spatial and aspatial data as the some described in this paper. Moreover, neither [45] nor [28] provide any indication of the behaviour of their spatiotemporal entities, i.e., how they are created, updated, queried and destroyed. In contrast this paper describes in detail the bahaviour of spatio-historical entities under each of these circumstances. A more thorough discussion of related work is provided in Section 8.
Database (e.g., [1, 34] ) and specialist GIS vendors (e.g., [39] ) have in recent years introduced products that allow developers to capture the spatial properties of modelled entities. The spatial types presented in this paper provide expressive capabilities that are comparable with the spatial types of these systems. The advance that Tripod brings is in its ability to maintain information about how the spatial and aspatial properties of stored entities change over time in an orthogonal manner. Since this functionality, and that of TripodÕs spatial and timestamp types, resides in TripodÕs core (kernel) rather than in external or even third-party application programs, we maintain that this holistic approach provides database developers with the essential integrated facilities to store, update, manipulate and query time-varying spatial and aspatial data.
Tripod: an overview
The Tripod project, from which this paper emerges, is developing a complete spatio-historical database system. The main goal is the extension of the ODMG standard for object databases [7] with facilities for managing vector spatial data, and for the description of past states of both spatial and aspatial data. The key principles underpinning the Tripod project are orthogonality and synergy. By orthogonality is meant that the different extensions to the ODMG standard should be coherent in isolation, so that, for example, the Tripod system should be effective as a historical database in which no spatial data is stored, or as a spatial database in which no use is made of the ability to record historical data. By synergy is meant that the system should allow the combined use of spatial and temporal capabilities in a seamless and complementary manner, so that full spatio-temporal applications benefit from integrated facilities without mismatches in the ways different features are supported. Finally, a Tripod database in which neither spatial nor historical features is made use of is an ODMG-compliant database, functionally comparable to those existing in the market (e.g., FastObjects [11] ). The Tripod system, which implements all the functionality described in this paper, will be released from http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/ img/tripod/ by the end of September 2003. Fig. 1 illustrates the relationships between the different components in the design. At the core is the ODMG object model, which the Tripod object model extends. The ODMG model is extended in Tripod with two new categories of primitive types, spatial types and timestamp types. The spatial types are those of the ROSE algebra [23] , i.e., the vector types Points, Lines and Regions. The timestamp types are one-dimensional versions of the ROSE algebra types Points and Lines, referred to as Instants and TimeIntervals, respectively. The close relationship between the spatial and the timestamp types increases consistency in the representation of the different kinds of data. Past states of objects referring to any ODMG type, including the spatial and timestamp types, can be recorded using a specialized mechanism called a history. In essence, a history is a collection of timestamp-value pairs, where the timestamp is of a timestamp type and the value is of any of the types in the Tripod extended ODMG model comprising all components in Fig. 1 from Histories inwards.
The layers in Fig. 1 from Histories outwards represent the two interfaces that exist to populate, maintain and query instances of the Tripod spatio-historical object model. Since the ODMG model does not define a declarative OML, developers must use a programming language binding to create, update and delete objects. A more detailed description of the Tripod architecture and 
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language bindings can be found in [18] . When the state of a database needs to be queried, developers can either write native language application programs or can issue declarative OQL queries. TripodÕs OQL extends that defined by the ODMG with richer possibilities for querying spatial data, timestamp data, and, more importantly, changes in the domain, as reflected in the database. Such queries are mapped to a spatio-historical calculus and then to a spatio-historical algebra. These mappings provide several opportunities for optimization using rewrite rules that are extensions to the techniques used by Fegaras and Maier for optimising object query languages [12] . Examples of these mappings and of the Tripod spatio-historical OQL have been reported in [15] . In addition, [10] gives an indication of the kind of advanced capabilities that the model presented in this paper makes possible.
Both TripodÕs native language bindings and its extended OQL utilize the services provided by the spatio-historical object model to access and manipulate spatial and aspatial data. In particular, these interfaces utilize histories whenever changes in data are the primary interest. This paper is structured to reflect TripodÕs layered data model, concentrating in particular on the ways in which each layer builds upon the functionality provided by lower levels of the architecture, and how each successive layer conforms to the constraints stemming from these lower layers.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a case study that is representative of the widespread need to track discrete changes to both spatial and aspatial data over time. Examples from this case study are used throughout the paper. Section 3 describes the ODMG types and the spatial and timestamp literal types with which Tripod extends the ODMG type system. Section 4 describes how Tripod builds on these timestamp types to define a history as an abstract data type (ADT). Section 5 brings together the concepts described in previous sections under the unifying framework of a spatio-historical extension to the ODMG object model. Section 6 presents examples of the Tripod object model in use. Section 7 provides an overview of the implementation of the model within the Tripod system. Section 8 discusses related work, and discussed some of the motivation for the results reported in this paper. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 9 that highlight the contributions of this paper.
A motivating example using US census blocks and crime patterns
Following the 1980 census, the US Census Bureau developed the TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing) national spatial database [8] , whose purpose is to support the identification, storage and manipulation of census block information. Census blocks are the smallest geographical area for which statistics are held, there being some seven million blocks in the US and its associated territories. Census blocks can be aggregated into block groups, which are in turn grouped according to county (or other administrative area). Fig. 2 shows an example of several blocks that partially define the county called Baker, whose indicated boundary completely encloses the blocks 102A, 102B, 314A and 315. A census block is a uniquely numbered closed polygon (often irregular in shape) that is delineated by at least one road, and whose other borders may be one of a number of features, including rail lines, power transmission lines, and water areas (to name but a few). Census blocks are identified such that each block must be wholly contained within a county. Occasionally a blockÕs boundary will need to be adjusted to account for corrections to the geography of its bounding feature. Very occa-sionally a block may need to be split/merged if, for example, its population grows to exceed the maximum permitted for a block, or if the update of a block group (such as a County) causes a split. It can be seen that the blocks 102 and 201 in Fig. 2 have been split into blocks 102A, 102B, 201A and 201B to ensure that Baker County contains only non-partitioned blocks.
Blocks can be used by many different agencies to assist them in processing geographically related historical information. For example, city governments need housing information about urban regeneration patterns, property developers need information about how retail space changes over time, and police authorities require detailed statistics about crime patterns to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness in deployment of their resources. This paper utilizes a hypothetical police crime tracking application as its motivating example. This example is representative of the growing number of applications in this area (for further examples see [4, 26, 29] ) that have been fuelled in the US by the National Institute of JusticeÕs Mapping and Analysis for Public Safety (MAPS) program [33] . The application logs crime incidents (robberies and burglaries) with reference to the building and/or block within which they physically occurred. The application records information that reflects both the time-varying (historical) nature of the crime incident and the physical environment in which the incident occurred. For example, the geographic extent of a building may vary over time as the result of annexation or demolition, and the block within which a building is situated may change over time as the result of block splitting. These processes may be complex operations, especially if the geographic extent contains several holes or even islands within holes. The crime tracking application also needs to ensure that any qualitative constraints between the geographic properties of the various entities are maintained. For example, a building must be enclosed by one and only one block, buildings must not overlap, a block must be bounded by at least one road, to name but a few examples.
The application is also used to relate the location of various suspects, and their alibis, with the information known about crime incidents. The system should also be able to produce aggregate reports at both the block and block group (i.e., county) levels and relate this to block demographic information (i.e., population density).
There are a growing number of crime tracking systems, typified by the Philadelphia project [38] that helps crime professionals maximize their resources. Such systems typically utilize specialist GIS technology such as ArcView [39] to generate crime density maps showing summaries of activity for a user-specified period. In addition, criminologists require computer systems to assist them in building novel applications for the analysis of crime patterns, to assist (for example) in the prediction of crime trends (e.g., [6, 44] ). The major downside of using such specialist GIS systems is that they only handle spatial data, and must be integrated with mainstream database technology to allow aspatial data to be handled. Tripod is not a spatial analysis or data mining tool. It does however provide kernel facilities to allow the rapid construction of database-driven systems such as those typified above, providing systems developers with integrated facilities for the management of persistent spatial and aspatial data. TripodÕs main advance on existing GIS technology however lies in its ability to record the history, and to provide an efficient and optimized query interface, to such data. This will allow simple crime mapping systems to evolve into the next generation of advanced spatio-historical applications, as typified by our crime tracking system.
A much simplified schema (adapting the notation in [7] , with extensions to represent historical data), showing the main classes of interest in our example is presented in Fig. 3 . The schema does not specify the operations supported by each class; these are discussed in Section 6. Classes and properties that can change over time are marked with an ÔHÕ symbol (i.e., are historical). The dynamics and inherent constraints of this application are used throughout the remainder of this paper to illustrate the capabilities of the Tripod OM. This section summarizes the main features of the ODMG object model, concentrating in particular on those features that the Tripod object model extends through its spatio-historical constructs. A more detailed description of the ODMG object model is given in [7] .
The basic modelling primitives defined by the ODMG object model are objects and literals. Objects and literals can be characterized by their types, with a particular instantiation of a type being referred to as an instance. The model partitions its types into three main categories: atomic types, collection types, and structured types. Atomic object types are user-defined types, (e.g., Block, Burglary). The Collection object types available are set, bag, list, array, and dictionary. Instances of collection types are composed of distinct elements of the same type, each of which can be an instance of an atomic type, another collection type, or a literal type. Atomic literal types are exemplified by numeric and character types such as integer, float and string. The model supports several structured literals, i.e., date and time (although these are superseded by the Tripod timestamp types, for reasons stated in Section 4.1.3). In addition, users can define their own structured literal types through the struct type constructor to represent simple record types (e.g., the address of a suspect).
ODMG objects are characterized by their state and their behaviour, with an objectÕs state being defined by the values of its properties. Two kinds of properties are distinguished, namely attributes and relationships. Attributes are of one object or literal type (e.g., the Suspect atomic object type has an attribute called name that is of type string), whereas relationships are defined between two object types, and may be further categorized as being one-to-one, oneto-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many. Relationships with cardinality greater than one can be implemented by any of the ODMG object model collection types (for example, the relationship called encloses is a one-to-many relationship between a Block and a collection (set) of Building objects). For any relationship, it is possible to traverse the relationship from either of the types participating in the relationship. Thus, for each relationship, two traversal path names must be assigned, one for each direction of the traversal. The Block atomic object type therefore declares the collection-valued relationship called encloses with the Building type, then Building must also declare a single valued relationship called enclosed_by that is the inverse of the encloses.
An objectÕs behaviour is defined by the set of operations that its type defines. These operations are specified as a collection of operation signatures, which define the type of each argument and of any value returned by the operation. For example, the Block type may specify a centroid operation.
The ODMG object model includes an inheritance mechanism to allow the definition of generalization-specialization relationships. Any type that is declared to be a subtype of a particular type may define properties and behaviour in addition to those declared by its supertype. Additionally, the subtype may specialize the existing behaviour or properties of the supertype by overriding the ones it would otherwise have inherited. The collection of all instances of a particular type within a particular database is termed an extent. Therefore, if an object is an instance of type Burglary, then it is a member of the extent of Burglary. Since Burglary is a subtype of Crime_Incident, then the extent of Burglary is a subset of the extent of Crime_ Incident.
The ODMG Object Model can be used to specify the schema of our crime tracking application using its object definition language (ODL). The following subsections show how Tripod extends the core ODMG type system with new types to support the definition of spatial and timestamp values, and how these extensions can be utilized in an extended ODL.
4. Extensions to the ODMG type system 4.1. Adding spatial and timestamp values to the ODMG type system 4.1.1. The structure of spatial types
Tripod extends the ODMG Object Model literal types with six new structured literal types for representing spatial data. These spatial data types (SDTs) are based on the ROSE (RObust Spatial Extensions) approach described in [23, 24] . Underlying the ROSE approach is the notion of a realm. A realm is essentially a finite set of points and non-intersecting line segments defined over a discrete grid that forms the ROSE algebraÕs underlying geometric domain. These properties result in an algebra that has an efficient implementation [21] .
The behaviour of spatial types
The ROSE approach defines an algebra over three collection-valued SDTs, namely Points, Lines and Regions, and an extensive collection of spatial predicates and operations (including set operations) over these types. Fig. 5 shows a small subset of the predicate operations; the full set of operations over these types available in Tripod is described in [23] . We use the convention in this paper that all spatial and timestamp operations are underlined. Every spatial value in the ROSE algebra is set-based, thus facilitating set-at-a-time processing. Roughly, each element of a Points value is a pair of coordinates in the underlying geometry, each element of a Lines value is a set of connected line segments, and each element in a Regions value is a set of polygons containing a (potentially empty) set of holes.
Some examples of spatial objects that exist within our crime application are shown in Fig. 4 . The Regions object R1 represents a school consisting of two disjoint buildings, one containing an internal quadrangle (i.e., a hole); these two polygonal objects are represented as a single Regions object. Regions object R3 represents a proposed building to form an annex to the school. Regions object R2 representing a road whose centre-line is represented by a Lines object L1. Objects P1 and P2 are Points values representing pairs of road crossing lights (i.e., each value is a pair of lights). An example of an operation to find the area of the proposed fusion of the Regions values representing the school and its annex (denoted by R1 and R3 respectively), and to check that they do not share a common border, can be expressed using the pseudo code in Fig. 6 , where plus is the ROSE algebraic operation that computes the union of two spatial values.
To gain access to individual elements within an existing ROSE spatial value, Tripod includes three additional spatial types, namely Point, Line and Region (henceforth referred to as individual spatial types). These are conceptually equivalent to the type of an individual element in a ROSE value. While it would be possible to incorporate into the ROSE algebra these three new types with associated sets of operations, Tripod takes a simpler approach by only providing conversion operations from ROSE values into sets of individual spatial values, and vice versa. Therefore, individual spatial types do not support any spatial operations (such as intersection, union, etc.). If such operations are required, then the individual spatial value must first be widened to a ROSE value, as discussed in detail in [23] , thus ensuring that the resulting algebra remains closed. Tripod, therefore, extends the ROSE algebra with only two operations, called assemble and disassemble to accommodate the new types. The disassemble operation converts a For example, if we wished to model the movement of all elements of the crossing lights P1 two grid points to the left, we could write the pseudo code shown in Fig. 8 .
The structure of timestamp types
Tripod extends the set of ODMG primitive types with two timestamp types, called Instants and TimeIntervals. The underlying domain of interpretation is a structure which we refer to as a temporal realm because it is defined to be a one-dimensional specialization of the two-dimensional (spatial) realms defined in [23] . Roughly, a temporal realm is a finite set of integers (whereas a spatial realm is a finite integer grid). Reasons why we adopt this viewpoint and terminology include:
• Realm values are collections, which fit well with the kind of set-a-time strategies that are prevalent in query processing architectures.
• Realm operations are well defined and have a rich set of predicates and constructors with nice closure properties.
• Tripod is a spatio-historical database system and we find it useful (for users and developers) to have realms as a unifying notion for the interpretation of operations on spatial and timestamp values. • This unification at the level of interpretations propagates upwards in the sense that the predicates and operations on realms are defined once and used (possibly after renaming) over both spatial and timestamp values. This also facilitates the reuse of implemented software components, such as those which the authors developed and described in [32] .
In a temporal realm, we may think of a time-point as an integer. Then, an Instants value is a collection of time-points, and a TimeIntervals value is a collection of pairs of time-points where the first element is the start, and the second the end, of a contiguous time-interval. A timestamp is either an Instants value or a TimeIntervals value. Fig. 9 illustrates timestamps in graphical form. In Fig. 9 , timestamp TI1 and TI2 are TimeIntervals values, and timestamp I1 is an Instants value. Notice that I1 and TI2 happen to be singletons. The collection-based nature of the Tripod timestamp types present modellers with new options when developing their applications. For example, a single Instants value can be used to record the times when a building was inspected, rather than having to use a set of time values. Also, since a TimeIntervals value can have gaps (1D holes), this means that a value from this domain can represent non-contiguous timestamp values, e.g., the period during which a suspect has an alibi.
The behaviour of timestamp types
A temporal realm has an additional property to a spatial realm, viz. a predefined ordering. In the ROSE algebra, there is no predefined notion of one Points value being spatially ordered with respect to any other, thus giving application developers the ability to define their own application-specific ordering, within application programs that use the ROSE algebra. Temporal realms, however, must provide some notion of ordering if they are to conform to our intuitions. The Tripod temporal algebra, therefore, extends the ROSE Algebra with ordering predicates based on the underlying order of the temporal realmÕs integer domain. In addition, the temporal realm utilizes a calendar that maps from the underlying integer domain to one more suited to human cognition. Tripod adopts the standard Gregorian calendar, allowing timestamps to be declared at any of the following collection of granularities: Year, Month, Day, Hour, Minute and Second. Let s 2 fInstants; TimeIntervalsg. The predicates and operations defined on Tripod timestamps are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Formal definitions of these operations can be found in [20] .
The operation names should suffice to give readers an intuitive understanding of their meaning based on operations on sets of integers (and integer pairs) and on classical definitions for temporal predicates (such as given in [2] , and those defined by Ladkin [27] on sets of intervals). The Tripod timestamp predicate operations that are affixed by x offer alternative and complementary functionality depending on how x is instantiated. For example, for two temporal values i and j, and a predicate pred:
• Do all elements in i satisfy the relationship pred with some element in j?, or • Does at least one element of i satisfy the relationship pred with some element in j?
To accommodate these different possibilities, each of the Tripod timestamp predicates has the general form pred xði; jÞ, where x 2 f8; 9g. For example, letting x ¼ 8 in a template for the meets predicate yields the following Tripod predicate meets 8. If we were interested in testing if the TimeIntervals values ti1 and ti2, shown in Fig. 12 , to ascertain if they met each other for all their subintervals we would ask: meets 8ðti1; ti2Þ, or for at least one subinterval we would ask: meets 9ðti1; ti2Þ. To allow access to individual elements within a Tripod timestamp, two further primitive types, called Instant and TimeInterval are introduced. These are analogous to the primitive types Point and Line defined in Section 4.1.1. Consistent with this view, the operations defined for use with Instant and TimeInterval are assemble, which maps a set of (Instant or TimeInterval) values into the corresponding Tripod timestamp, and disassemble, which breaks down a timestamp into a set of (Instant or TimeInterval) values accordingly. The signatures of these operations follow those shown in Fig. 7 for spatial values. The discrete domain underlying the temporal realm is bounded by two integer values that correspond to the earliest and latest representable timestamp values. These are given the special names beginning and forever, and can be referenced as Tripod timestamp literals. Additionally, many applications require the formation of TimeIntervals values whose end instant is as yet undecided (i.e., is pseudo-open [41] ). For example, the timestamp associated with a blockÕs geographic extent could be from 1/1/1990 until some as yet unspecified future date. Tripod uses the special timestamp value until_changed to allow such TimeIntervals values to be declared. When evaluated during query processing, any value that references until_changed is bound to a distinguished Instants value representing the current time ÔnowÕ, thus having the effect of closing any pseudo-open TimeIntervals values. When used in some expressions, now can be viewed as a timestamp place-holder that is only instantiated with the current system time when the expression in which it occurs is evaluated.
The complete collection of Tripod literal types can be seen to be a superset of those specified by the ODMG 3.0 standard, with the Tripod timestamp types superseding the ODMG 3.0 timestamp, date and time types. Developers of Tripod schemas can use the new collection of literal types as shown in the examples given in Section 5.
Adding historical values to the ODMG type system
The Tripod history mechanism provides functionality to support the storage, management and querying of entities that change over time. A history models the changes that an entity (or its attributes, or the relationships it participates in) undergoes as the result of assignments made to it. In the Tripod object model, a request for a history to be maintained can be made for any construct to which a value can be assigned, i.e., a history is a history of changes in value and it records episodes of change by identifying these with a timestamp. Each such value is called a snapshot. As a consequence of the possible value assignments that are well defined in the Tripod model, a history can be kept for object identifiers, attribute values, and relationship instances. In other words, any construct denoted by the left hand side of an assignment operation (i.e., an l-value) can have a record kept of the different values assigned to it over time, no matter the type of the value assigned.
It should be noted that operations on histories require that all snapshot types provide an equality predicate; this notion is well defined for Tripod literal types, and object identifiers. In the following subsection, a Tripod history is defined as an ADT. The functionality provided by the history ADT is organized into core functionality and secondary functionality, where secondary functionality can be defined using core functionality.
At first inspection there appear to be a large number of varied and complex operations defined over histories. However, these operations can be divided into a small set of distinct categories that either update, query, merge or mutate history(s). In all cases, the emphasis is on providing database kernel functionality that maintain the integrity of a history, and perform well-defined tasks as motivated by the real-world requirements of historical applications. The efficiency of these operations is discussed in Section 4.3 of this paper. These operations are utilized by TripodÕs declarative object query language (OQL), and are also available to historical database developers through TripodÕs programming language bindings (see Section 7 for further details).
In the following sections, a series of simple scenarios drawn from the domain of our motivating example are used to exemplify the history ADTÕs operations, where appropriate. A more complete example of histories in use is presented in Section 5.
The structure of histories
A history is a quadruple H ¼ hV ; h; c; Ri, where V denotes the domain of values whose changes H records, h is either Instants or TimeIntervals, c is the granularity of h, and R is a collection of pairs, called states, of the form hs; ri, where s is a timestamp and r is a snapshot. In the rest of the paper, let T denote the set of all timestamps; V, the set of all snapshots; S, the set of all states; and H, the set of all histories.
In a Tripod history, a collection R of states is constrained to be an injective function from the set T H of all timestamps occurring in H to the set V H of all snapshots occurring in H , i.e., for any history H, S H : s 2 T H ! r 2 V H . Therefore, the following invariants hold, for any history H ¼ hV ; h; c; Ri:
(a) Every timestamp occurring in R is of type h 2 fInstants; TimeIntervalsg and has granularity c. (b) For every snapshot r occurring in R, r 2 V . (c) A particular timestamp is associated with at most one snapshot, i.e., a history does not record different values as valid at the same time. Note, however, that the snapshot can be an instance of a collection type. (d) A particular snapshot is associated with at most one timestamp, i.e., all value-equal snapshots within a history are merged to form a single state with a collection-based timestamp, i.e., they are coalesced. (e) For binary operations on histories the granularities are compatible.
The notation used in the rest of the paper is illustrated as follows:
• ½t i À t j ; . . . ; t p À t q Þ represents a TimeIntervals value. Each subinterval in this collection value is a half-open interval (i.e., the instant representing the lower bound is included, but the one representing the upper bound is not). For reasons of space, simple integer values are used to represent timestamp values rather than calendar-based dates. Although all examples in this paper utilize the TimeIntervals type, the Instants type could also have been used with appropriate adjustments.
• h½1-5; 6-9Þ; 12i is a single state where 12 is a snapshot value (from the domain of, say, population) that holds from the granule 1 to 5 and from 6 to 9, (i.e., not including instants 5 and 9).
• fV ; h; c; h½1-3; 7-9Þ; 12i; h½4-5Þ; 14i; h½10-13Þ; 16ig is a history, with V ¼ population and h ¼ TimeIntervals, graphically shown in Fig. 13 , where filled dots indicate a closed bound and a non-filled dot indicates an open bound.
The behaviour of histories
The operations defined by the history ADT can be classified into constructor, update, query, merge, and mutator operations.
In the following sections, the dot notation is used to denote the individual elements of a particular state. For example, the timestamp of a state s is denoted by s Á t, and the corresponding snapshot by s Á v. Where reference is made to an operation defined on the underlying timestamp types, the operation name is underlined.
Let H (possibly primed or subscripted) range over H. Given H , let S H denote its state set. Since S H is a function, we denote its domain, i.e., the timestamps occurring in it, by S H T , and we denote its range, i.e., the snapshots occurring in it, by S H V . The semantics of an operation x are sometimes characterized by writing postðxÞ ) fp 1 ; . . . ; p n g, where each p i is a predicate that evaluates to true after x is carried out. Alternatively, the semantics of x are sometimes characterized by a rewriting x ðrÞ½x 1 ; . . . ; x n , where each x i is a well-defined operation over elements generated in r. where IsEmpty has the obvious semantics, InsertState is defined in Definition 2, and d merges two histories (as defined in Definition 16).
Update operations.
The update operations provide the ability to insert, delete and update states in a history. These operations preserve the invariant properties of histories. They have the signatures shown in Fig. 15 . Database developers can use these operations through the Tripod native language bindings to populate and maintain properties of objects that have been declared as historical. For reasons of space only a subset of these operations are formally defined here (for full details see [19] ). The example shown for update operations represents a series of updates to a suspectÕs alibi, showing the creation of an alibi, the deletion of a portion of the alibi due to retracted information, and the update of a portion of the alibi due to the verifying person changing their evidence.
The following definitions utilize both the union (d) and difference (n n) operators over histories. Formal definitions of these operators are given in Definitions 16 and 18. Informally, the d operator returns a new history that contains the states from both its input histories, however, if there are states that share common timestamps then state from the second history takes priority. The n n operator is analogous to the set minus operator in that it returns a history that contains all states of its first history operand that are not present in its second history operand.
Definition 2 (INSERT NSERTSTA TE
TA TE). The InsertState operation takes a history H ¼ hV ; h; c; Ri and a state hs 0 ; r 0 i, where s 0 is of type h and r 0 2 V , and yields a new history H 0 ¼ hV ; h; c; R 0 i. If r 0 is equal to some r occurring in R then the timestamp s associated with r is recomputed into a timestamp s þ that includes s 0 (using the plus timestamp operator), and R 0 ¼ R nn s ðfhs; rig d fhs þ ; rigÞ If, on the other hand, r 0 does not occur in R, then R is recomputed into a state set R þ that is everywhere equal to R except that every state in R whose timestamp has common instants with s 0 has been recomputed so as to make that no longer the case in R þ , and
The InsertState operation is a destructive, and therefore order-dependent, operation.
For example, if we want to assert that the alibi for a suspect is that he was located at the coordinate denoted by P1 during the period [5] [6] [7] [8] , and that this was verified by their wife, then hs 0 ; r 0 i ¼ h½5-8Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þi. If the information contained in the history were: R ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 2; \mother"Þig, then R 0 ¼ fh½1-5Þ; AlibiðP 2; \mother"Þi; h½5-8Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þig, and if R ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þig, then R 0 ¼ fh½1-8Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þig. 
It can be seen from the definition of the DeleteTimestamp operation that if the input timestamp has common instants with the timestamp of any existing state, then this state is initially deleted (using the specialized difference operator (n n s ) on histories, defined in Definition 18 below), and a new state is inserted whose new timestamp is computed using the timestamp minus operator, and whose snapshot is the same as in the deleted state.
Definition 4 (DELETE ELETESNAPS HOT NAPS HOT).
The DeleteSnapshot operation takes a history H ¼ hV ; h; c; Ri and a snapshot r 2 V and deletes the state (if any) within H that matches r. The operation maps R into a state set R 0 in which no state in R 0 contains r. For example, if r ¼ AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þ and R ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þi; h½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 3; \brother"Þig, then R 0 ¼ fh½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 3; \brother"Þig, reflecting information received that the suspectÕs wife is an unreliable witness.
Definition 5 (DELETE ELETESTA TE
TA TE ). The DeleteState operation takes a history H ¼ hV ; h; c; Ri, a snapshot r 2 V and a timestamp s of type h and yields a new history H ¼ hV ; h; c; R 0 i. The operation maps R into a state set R 0 in which all states in R whose snapshot equals r and whose timestamp s 0 is such that common instantsðs; s 0 Þ is true, are recomputed so that hs; ri does not occur in R 0 , otherwise R remains unchanged. For example, if we wished to delete only a portion of the information contained about the location of the suspect validated by their wife, then if r ¼ AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þ, s ¼ ½4-6Þ and R ¼ fh½1-8; 10-15Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þi; h½17-21Þ; AlibiðP 3; \brother"Þig, then R 0 ¼ fh½1-4; 6-8; 10-15Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þi; h½17-21Þ; AlibiðP 3; \brother"Þig.
However, were r ¼ AlibiðP 3; \brother"Þ and s ¼ ½4-6Þ, then R would be unchanged.
Query operations.
This section defines the operations that higher-level layers of the Tripod architecture use to query the values contained within a given history. Such operations can be classified into Boolean and retrieval operations. Their signatures are given in Fig. 16 . In addition to the core Boolean and retrieval operations defined in Fig. 16 , several secondary operations can be defined in terms of those operations. For example, if we wanted to see if a suspect had an alibi before a specified time period, and the state sets of two histories H 1 and H 2 , both with identical c, were R 1 ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þi; h½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 3; \brother"Þig and R 2 ¼ fh½5-10Þ; AlibiðP 2; \mother"Þi; h½13-20Þ; AlibiðP 5; \friend"Þig then ContainsTimestamp before ðH 1 ; ½9-10ÞÞ would return true and ContainsTimestamp afterðH 2 ; ½21-22ÞÞ would return false. Note that FilterBySnapshot always returns a singleton or an empty set. For example, if the state set of a history H is R ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þi; h½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 3; \brother"Þig, then FilterBySnapshotðH; AlibiðP 1; \wife"ÞÞ produces a history H 0 whose state set R 0 ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þig, whereas FilterBySnapshot ðH ; AlibiðP 5; \sister"ÞÞ produces a history with an empty state set.
ContainsSnapshotðH
; r 0 Þ ð9r 2 S H V Þ½r ¼ r 0 For example, if the state set of a history H with V ¼ int, h ¼ TimeIntervals is R ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \wife"Þi; h½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 2; \mother"Þig then ContainsSnapshotðH ; AlibiðP1; \wife"ÞÞ would return true and ContainsSnapshotðH ; AlibiðP7; \sister"ÞÞ would return false. Definition 9 (FILTER ILTERBY Y TIMESTAMP IM EST AMP). The FilterByTimestamp x operation takes as arguments a history H ¼ hV ; h; c; Ri and a timestamp value s where s is of type h, and returns another history H 0 ¼ hV ; h; c; R 0 i, containing just those states whose timestamps have the relationship x with s.
Definition 11 (EARLIEST A RLIES TSTAT E
TAT E). The EarliestState operation takes as arguments a history H ¼ hV ; h; c; Ri and returns the state, hs; ri, that has the earliest timestamp in H. If R is empty then an exception is raised. For example, if the state set of a history H, representing the known aliases of a suspect is R ¼ fh½1-6; 23-34Þ; \Joe"i; h½9-11Þ; \Fred"ig then GetLifespan ðH Þ ¼ ½1-6; 9-11; 23-34Þ denotes the periods for which the criminal is known to have used a known alias.
Several predicate operations are also available on histories. For example, one can test if one history is a subset or a strict subset of another history, or whether one history is equal to another history using the SubsetOf, StrictSubsetOf and Equals predicates. Additionally, the Brackets predicate tests if the lifespan of one history is contained within or is equal to the lifespan of another.
Definition 13 (SUBSET UBSETOF F ). The SubsetOf operation takes two histories H 1 and H 2 as its arguments and returns true if H 1 and H 2 have any states with equal snapshot values whose timestamps share common instants.
For example, if the state sets of two histories H 1 and H 2 , representing the population history of two blocks are R 1 ¼ fh½1-6Þ; 12 000i; h½9-11Þ; 14 000ig and R 2 ¼ fh½5-10Þ; 12 000i; h½13-20Þ; 15 000ig then SubsetOfðH 1 ; H 2 Þ ¼ true, i.e., there were instants in which the two blocks had the same population.
Definition 14 (EQUALS QUAL S)
. The Equals operation takes two histories H 1 and H 2 as its arguments and returns true if each state of H 1 is equal to each state of H 2 . The equality is both of the timestamp and of the snapshot, for each state.
For example, if the state sets of two histories H 1 and H 2 , representing the alibis of two suspects, are R 1 ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þi; h½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 4; \Mary"Þig and R 2 ¼ fh½1-6; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þig then EqualsðH 1 ; H 2 Þ would return false, whereas if the second state in H 1 were deleted, then EqualsðH 1 ; H 2 Þ would return true, showing that both suspects shared the same alibis for the same points in time. are R 1 ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þi; h½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 4; \Mary"Þig and R 2 ¼ fh½2-11Þ; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þig then BracketsðH 1 ; H 2 Þ would return true. The Brackets operation is also used in the Tripod object model to state various constraints on object states, as described in Section 5.5.
Definition 15 (BRACKETS RA CKET S

Merge operations.
Tripod provides five binary operations that take two histories and, from them, characterize a third (Fig. 17 ).
Definition 16 (UNION NION)
. The Union operation, denoted by d, takes two histories H 1 ¼ hV ; h; c; R 1 i and H 2 ¼ hV ; h; c; R 2 i as its arguments and returns a history H 3 ¼ hV ; h; c; R 3 i, where R 3 is the set union of R 1 and R 2 , except that the state in the second argument is chosen whenever there is a state in the first argument that shares instants with the second but has a different snapshot. This is to satisfy the invariants that characterize histories.
For example, if the state sets of two histories H 1 and H 2 , representing the population history of two blocks are R 1 ¼ fh½1-6Þ; 12 000i; h½9-11Þ; 14 000ig and R 2 ¼ fh½5-10Þ; 13 100i; h½13-20Þ; 15 000ig then the state set of H 3 ¼ H 1 dH 2 is R 3 ¼ fh½1-5Þ; 12 000i; h½5-10Þ; 13 100i; h½10-11Þ; 14 000i; h½13-20Þ; 15 000ig. The semantics of this operation may not be what the reader expects, as states from the second history input parameter take precedence over those of the first, resulting in a history that does not contain all states from both input histories. The alternative however is to preserve the snapshots from both input histories by changing the snapshot type of the resulting history to a structure that is the amalgam of both input types. This however would invalidate the closure properties of our algebra and is therefore avoided. For example, if the state sets of two histories H 1 and H 2 , representing the alibis of two suspects, are R 1 ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þi; h½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 4; \Mary"Þig and R 2 ¼ fh½5-10Þ; AlibiðP 2; \Joan"Þi; h½13-20Þ; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þig then the state set of H 3 ¼ H 1 e s H 2 is R ¼ fh½5-6; 9-10Þ; AlibiðP 2; \Joan"Þig, and the state set of H 3 ¼ H 1 e r H 2 is R ¼ fh½1-6; 13-20Þ; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þig. They show the time periods when the two alibiÕs have common states based on either their common temporal elements or common snapshot values. For example, if the state sets of two histories H 1 and H 2 , representing the alibis of two suspects, are R 1 ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þi; h½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 4; \Mary"Þig and R 2 ¼ fh½5-10Þ; AlibiðP 2; \Joan"Þi; h½13-20Þ; AlibiðP 7; \Alison"Þig then the state set of H 3 ¼ H 1 nn s H 2 is R 3 ¼ fh½1-5Þ; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þi; h½10-11Þ; AlibiðP 4; \Mary"Þig, and the state set of H 3 ¼ H 1 nn r H 2 is R ¼ fh½1-6Þ; AlibiðP 1; \Sarah"Þi; h½9-11Þ; AlibiðP 4; \Mary"Þig. They show the periods when the alibi of the first suspect does not have common states with the alibi of the second suspect based on either shared instants or on equal snapshot values. 
Definition 17 (INTERSECTION NTER SECT ION
Definition 18 (DIFFERENCE IFFERENCE
The definition of the Dissect T operation is analogous. The views created by such mutator functions can be used by the Tripod spatio-historical calculus to provide different forms of iteration over a history. For example, domain generators over the collection monoids of the form s H can be constructed, where H 2 H and s 2 S, such that bindings for states s are drawn from a view H on a history. It is envisaged that developers may need to view a history as a simple (possibly gapped) time-series in which each state is characterized by a non-collection-based timestamp, i.e., a calculus expression ranges over states of the form hs : V; t : T i, where T is either Instant or TimeInterval. Such expressions will therefore utilize other generator functions, such as Dissect, to provide expressions such as s Dissect I ðH Þ, where H is a Instants-based history. For example, if the state sets of a history H , representing the population history of a blocks is R ¼ fh½1-5Þ; 12 000i; h½9-11Þ; 14 000ig, then Dissect I ðH Þ returns a set S ¼ fh1; 12 000i; h2; 12 000i; h3; 12 000i; h4; 12 000i; h9; 14 000i; h10; 14 000ig.
The following section presents the Tripod OM and its associated ODL, focusing on the Tripod spatial and timestamp types and histories using our motivating example. It assumes knowledge of the ODMG Object Model, languages (i.e., ODL and OQL) at the level of [7] .
Historical operations and run-time efficiency
The operations formally defined in the previous sections have been developed to exhibit satisfactory run time efficiency. Table 1 presents the run-time efficiency of a representative sample of historical operations, where n is the number of states in the history. In the developed system (see Section 7) these operations utilize efficient implementations of the Tripod timestamp types (based on the implementation of the ROSE types as described in [21] that utilize algorithms such as plain It should be noted that at first inspection the run time complexity of the FilterByTimestamp operation could be calculated as Oðlog n Â nÞ, as the filtering step takes potentially Oðlog nÞ iterations (since we can index over timestamps as the key to the mapping from timestamps to snapshots defined by a history) and the internal call to InsertState takes potentially OðnÞ iterations over the new history that retrieved states are inserted into. However, the internal call to InsertState has been optimized to zero time as (according to the constraints on histories presented in Section 4.2.1) we are assured that the snapshot of the state to be inserted will not be equal to that of any other states in the history that is being constructed.
FilterBySnapshot performs less well than the FilterByTimestamp since we can index over the key of the mapping defined by a history (recall that a history is defined as a mapping from timestamps to snapshot values), but do not index over the snapshots. An iterative method must therefore be employed in this case.
The Equals operation can utilize indexes defined on the timestamp keys of both its arguments (with state sizes n and m, respectively), hence providing Oðlog n Â log mÞ performance.
The Union operation can also be optimized, since states in its second history argument, H 2 , take precedence over those in its first history argument H 1 , we can simply construct the history returned by the operation by first calling the copy constructor with H 1 as its argument, and subsequently call InsertState for each state in H 2 . Thus giving Oðn þ mÞ performance.
The Difference and Intersection operations provide two variants, one based on testing for equality of states on snapshots, the other based on timestamps. The performance of these variants differs considerably, as we can utilize indexes on timestamp keys in the timestamp variant, whereas an iterative method must be employed when evaluating snapshot values. These results can be generalized to all other history search/filter operations that involve either evaluation of either timestamp or snapshot values.
The Tripod spatio-historical object model
TripodÕs historical extensions provide the ability to record the history of change that entities undergo over time, extending the ODMG object model with the ability to track the changes caused by assignment operations on any ODMG construct that is assignable and that is declared as historical. More specifically, histories make it possible to track, irrespective of their being spatial or aspatial, the changes caused by the creation and deletion of objects, assignments to object attributes, assignments to object relationships, and assignment to named collections. For example, in our crime application presented in Section 2, there is a need to track changes made to a blockÕs boundary, the collection of buildings it encloses, the count of its population, and the block group it is a part of (amongst others). For each ODMG Object Model concept that is value assignable, the Tripod OM provides a corresponding historical concept, as follows: historical atomic object types, historical attributes, historical relationships and historical collections.
The history construct does not appear within the Tripod OM as a distinguished collection type constructor, rather the keyword historical appears as a modifier within the ODL, indicating that a history should be maintained of the relevant concept. When such declarations are made, Tripod internally assigns instances of the history ADT for each historicised concept. This approach has been taken because if the history mechanism were to appear as a type, then declarations such as: history < history < set < history < String >>>> would be syntactically valid, in spite of their semantics being difficult to ascertain.
In addition to specifying that a database concept should have its history maintained, the application designer can also specify certain (defaulted) properties of the history, namely:
• Granularity--If a history has granularity c, then there can be no more than one recorded snapshot for each granule of c (the default is the chronon granularity [9] ). Any attempt to assign a value whose granularity finer than c will cause the value to be converted to granularity c. It should be noted that (internally) the underlying temporal realm stores all timestamp values as chronon timestamps. Therefore, Tripod transparently maps coarser granularity timestamps to chronon timestamps.
• Timestamp type--Each change is associated with an Instants or a TimeIntervals timestamp. The default is TimeIntervals.
For example, in the Tripod ODL we can declare the classes representing our crime application as shown in Fig. 5 (note that only a subset of the classes are shown), where DAY and YEAR are reserved words denoting the corresponding granularities. The following sections define in detail the various constraints on each of the aforementioned historical concepts (Fig. 19) .
Historical atomic object types
In the Tripod OM, any object type (i.e., any user-defined type) can be declared as historical. This declaration causes an extra attribute, whose value is a history and is referable in queries and application programs as lifespan, to be created and maintained by the type system for each instance of that type. The lifespan attribute records the status of the object for a particular TimeIntervals or Instants value in the modelled reality. The snapshot in each state of lifespan indicates whether the object was active or inactive for the specified timestamp. This capability allows objects to be de/reactivated within a particular database, as opposed to being simply created and deleted. For example, our crime application can create a new block object which is populated in the example to give the history: b1:lifespan ¼ fh½10-12; 15-20Þ; activei; h½12-15Þ; inactiveig. Note that if an object is not created with an explicit timestamp then the default is the interval [now-until_changed).
If the designer chooses to declare an object type as non-historical, then this does not preclude the type having historical properties (although instances of the type will not have a lifespan attribute).
Historical properties
Any property (i.e., any attribute or relationship) of an atomic object type can be declared as historical. For example, the following statements (from Fig. 5 ) declare a historical attribute and a historical relationship for the Building atomic object type: historicalðtimeIntervals; DAYÞ attribute regions geographical extent; historicalðtimeIntervals; DAYÞ relationship Burglary undergoes inverse Burglary::is of;
In the ODMG object model, the integrity of a relationship is automatically maintained by the ODBMS. This is also the case with historical relationships, although such maintenance is inherently more complex. For example, when a new state is added to the undergoes relationship described above, the inverse relationship defined by the Crime_Incident type must be maintained so that the constraints defined in Section 5.5 are satisfied since both relationships have histories as values. Such maintenance is the responsibility of the Tripod database kernel. An example of a historical relationship is shown in Section 6.
Historical collection object types
An instance of a collection object type is a named object whose component elements are of the same type. This type can be an atomic object type, another collection, or a literal type. A historical collection object type utilizes the history mechanism to allow the history of change of its composition to be recorded. An example of such a collection could be the set of criminals that have previously been designated as ''the most wanted''. This collection would be declared as follows:
historical ðtimeIntervals; YEARÞ list < Criminal > most wanted;
where each state of this history is a structure hs; ri, where r : list < Criminal > is a list of the most wanted criminals during the associated interval (in years).
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Inheritance in a historical setting
Inheritance gives rise to several important considerations when defining specializations of types involving historical declarations. Since the intention of the notion of inheritance is to allow the specialization of a type by its subtype, thus providing more specific information in the subtype, it follows that in the Tripod OM, a subtype may only have a more specialized historical nature than its supertype. Therefore, a historical type cannot be specialized into a non-historical type, but a non-historical type can be specialized into a historical one.
The properties of a type may be added to by a subtype, or they may be refined according to some restrictions. For the reasons stated above, it is only possible for a non-historical property to be specialized to a historical property (on the same domain or a more specific one) in a subtype. The reverse is not possible since this will result in a loss of information in the subtype. The substitutability property of the ODMG object model requires that any attribute refined in a subtype is consistent when the subtype is cast in terms of its supertype. For example, if we declare a basetype Person to have a non-historical attribute name, and in its subtype Suspect, we specialize name to be historical (e.g., to maintain the history of the aliases that a suspect has used), then when a Suspect is viewed (cast) as a Person it must have a consistent (non-historical) value for its name. Since the value of a non-historical attribute is by definition valid at the present time, the Tripod OM, by default, accesses a historical type/propertyÕs snapshot at now in such circumstances. This function therefore utilizes the FilterByTimestamp equalsðH ; nowÞ operation on histories to compute the current value of a historical property. Note that this value could be empty if every value in the subtype history exists only in the past, in which case an exception is raised.
Historical containment constraints
The Tripod OM defines a set of historical containment constraints on historical objects and their properties. For example, the lifespan of a historical object instance must always contain the timestamps associated with each snapshot of each of its historical properties. If this were not the case then a database would contain historical information about the properties of an object that held when the object itself was not known to have existed. These constraints are defined as follows:
(a) For an instance o of an historical type, with a set of object valued historical attributes attrs, the lifespan of o must bracket the lifespan of each of its attributes. Note that the above containment constraints apply when both concepts are historical. If this is not the case then the constraint does not apply.
An extended example application
This section presents examples of the Tripod OM in use in the context of the hypothetical crime database alluded to in Section 2 and (partially) specified in Section 5 of this paper. The implementation of this application requires that all objects are created and manipulated using TripodÕs language bindings. This involves writing C++ programs to perform these tasks. In order to simplify syntax, all examples use pseudo-code that mimics how actual C++ programs manipulate application objects, making calls where appropriate to Tripod historical, spatial and timestamp operations. The functionality described in this example has been implemented as a prototype that is described in Section 7.
Interacting with the Tripod database
When interacting with the database through the language bindings, developers utilize automatically generated operations to set and get an objectÕs properties. For example, for a string property called name Tripod automatically generates operations:
void set nameðin string nameÞ; and string get nameðÞ:
For historical properties these are further overloaded to allow developers to either explicitly use a particular timestamp value or to default to the current time now when interacting with the history. For example, for a historical timeIntervals string property with granularity DAY, called name, Tripod generates:
void set nameðin State < timeIntervals; string > sÞ; and void set nameðin string sÞ ðwhich defaults to the current timeÞ; and history < timeIntervals; DAY; string > get nameðÞ:
Note that Tripod does not provide an overloading for the historical get operation because C++ does not permit overloading on return values, therefore all returned values are histories.
Creating objects
The first code example, in Fig. 20 , illustrates the creation of objects representing blocks. Line 5 shows the creation of a new Block named b314 whose valid time is the time period [1/1/1970-until_changed). Once created, the operation split_block (whose signature is given in Fig. 5 , and whose operation body is presented in Fig. 22 ) is invoked on b314 in line 9. The result of this operation is the (possible) partitioning of b314 into n disjoint blocks, as the result of the creation of the county called Baker. The result of the operation is contained in the collection resulting_blocks. Line 14 illustrates (inside a try/catch block) how the violation of schema constraints can be detected, thus ensuring that the creation of a new building within a block does not cause the geographic extent of the building to overlap with any other existing building. This is enforced in the definition of the Building classÕs constructor function shown in Fig. 21 . If the building is successfully created then line 18 adds a new state to the historical relationship between itself and b314 by assigning the new value to the history. This assignment transparently causes the history InsertState operation to be invoked so that the inverse of this historical relationship is automatically maintained. Thus, aSchool will be added to b314Õs collection of buildings that it encloses, as specified by the encloses relationship.
The operation to construct a new Building is shown in Fig. 21 . This operation checks that there is no overlap between the geographic extent of any existing building by iterating over the collection of all buildings (line 4) and finds the buildingÕs current snapshot value using the history CurrentValue operation. If there is a current value and this value overlaps with the input geo_extent parameter then an exception is raised, otherwise the new data is added to the current object using its set methods. Note that the defaulted version of set_geographic_extent cannot be used because the valid time of this (the containing object) may not be [now-until_changed). Therefore, the new state s is created with the valid time of this, accessed using the valid timeðÞ system-level operation as shown in line 21.
Maintaining historical containment constraints
The historical containment constraints discussed in Section 5.5 are automatically enforced by Tripod. Therefore, if an attempt is made to update an objectÕs historical property with a state whose valid time is not contained within the lifespan of the object an exception is raised. For example, if a building object were created as follows:
Building aSchool :¼ newðtimeIntervalsð001=1=2000-1=3=200200ÞÞ Buildingð00BakerElementary00; r2Þ; making the objectÕs lifespan attribute: fh½1=1=2000-1=3=2002Þ; activeig, and line 23 in Fig. 21 were changed so that the default set method was invoked, as follows:
this ! set geographic extentðgeo extentÞ; 
Invoking operations
As described in Section 2, occasionally a land block may need to be split/merged if, for example, its population grows to exceed the maximum permitted for that block, or if the update of a block group (such as a County) causes a split. The split_block operation shown in Fig. 22 illustrates several interesting features of both the Tripod spatial types and its historical constructs. For example, line 13 utilizes the overlaps spatial predicate to test if the current value of the current objectÕs (referred to as this) geographic extent has an overlap with the input county_boundary. Note how we must use the CurrentValue historical operation on line 9 to filter the geographic extentÕs history to get the value that is valid at time now--it is possible that there may be no current value, so complete code should verify the results of the CurrentValue() operation. Line 17 explicitly creates a new state to insert into the objectÕs geographic extent history with the valid time [now-until_changed). Note we could have used the default version of the set operation as this would have defaulted to this timestamp anyway. Line 21 computes an objectÕs id using the TIGER rules implemented in compute_affix(), and the id of the present block. If there is an overlap then line 24 computes the exterior of the overlap using minus, a Tripod spatial operation, resulting in a single Regions value that may contain several disjoint elements. Each of these elements becomes a new Block object (line 32) that is inserted into the return collection new_blocks. 
. Historical attributes
The next example shown in Fig. 23 illustrates how a series of states can be added to the history of a suspectÕs alibis. This example illustrates how the method used by application programmer to assign and delete values to/from the historical attribute (alibis). The result of the first print statement is (with details of the points literals omitted):
fh½1=1=2001-5=1=2001Þ; Alibiðp2; \Mother"Þi; h½5=1=2001-8=1=2001Þ; Alibiðp1; \Wife"Þi; h½8=1=2001-ucÞ; Alibiðp2; \Mother"Þig whereas the result of the second print statement is:
fh½1=1=2001-2=1=2001Þ; Alibiðp2; \Mother"Þi; h½3=1=2001-5=1=2001Þ; Alibiðp2; \Mother"Þi; h½5=1=2001-8=1=2001Þ; Alibiðp1; \Wife"Þi; h½8=1=2001-ucÞ; Alibiðp2; \Mother"Þig Line 21 of Fig. 23 creates the object representing the robbery with reference number 1106 that took place on 2/1/2001 at location p6. This is a non-historical object that has an attribute that is an instants timestamp, representing the time that the robbery took place.
Historical relationships
In an ODMG-compliant object database, an update to a relationship causes the reciprocal update of the relationshipÕs inverse. In Tripod, this behaviour is extended to historical relationships. This facility however is inherently more complex than in its non-historical counterpart, and requires the use and co-ordination of operations over related histories. For example, if we were to update Block B1Õs encloses relationship (a 1:M relationship with inverse Building :: enclosed_by), then this involves inserting a new state whose snapshot is a collection into encloses. Each element of this stateÕs collection (i.e., a Building) must have its enclosed_by relationship set to B1. Although this is a complex operation for the database, the application programmer need only write the following code: B1 ! encloses:InsertState ðnew State Â ðd TimeIntervalsð001985-until changed00Þ; setðH1; H2ÞÞÞ;
This results in B1Õs encloses relationship containing a single state with a set-based snapshot value containing two elements, H1 and H2, as illustrated in Fig. 24 .
Effects of updates to historical relationships
If an object has all or a portion of its valid time deleted, then this can have ramifications for objects that have relationships with the deleted object. Deletion operations over historical attributes are simpler (but follow the same general method), as no propagation will take place. Note that in Tripod, relationships can only exist between object types and not between object and literal types. Furthermore, Tripod always maintains inverses to all object relationships.
An example of the 1:M relationship between 2 objects is shown in Fig. 24 . If we were to delete Block B1 during the time period 1990-1992, then this would have implications for (amongst other properties) the buildings that B1 encloses at that time (as recorded through the objectÕs encloses relationship). This deletion operation would be performed by a call to the following operation in TripodÕs language bindings: B1 ! delete objectðd TimeIntervalsð001990-199200ÞÞ;
Rather than deleting the entire object from the database, this operation results in an update of B1Õs lifespan, indicating that the object has been logically deleted during this time period. Figs. 25-27 show how the deletion of this portion of B1Õs lifespan is first propagated to the history that maintains the collection of buildings enclosed by the block, and is then subsequently propagated to the inverse of B1Õs encloses relationship, Building :: enclosed_by. These propagation operations are performed automatically by the database kernel to ensure that the object modelÕs containment constraints (see Section 5.5) are satisfied. This functionality is provided for all historical relationship cardinalities (1:1, 1:M and M:M), once again providing application developers with kernel, rather than application-level functionality.
Querying a history through the language bindings
It is normal practice to issue queries over an object database using its declarative object query language (OQL), the results of which can be fed back to C++ programs for further analysis. Tripod does provide an OQL (suitably extended with timestamp, spatial and historical constructs), but its discussion is outside the scope of this paper (see [10, [15] [16] [17] for further details). It is also possible to retrieve data through the databaseÕs language bindings (i.e., C++). Fig. 28 shows two requests expressed in pseudo-code that compute the answers to the following questions:
(a) Who were the suspects that did not have an alibi for a given robbery? (b) Who were the suspects that both were in the vicinity of a given robbery when it occurred and had an alibi for it?
These could be written in the Tripod OQL as follows: Query (a) is answered in Fig. 28 by first obtaining the date of the robbery (line 5), and then iterating over all known suspects to access their alibis attribute. Line 12 calls the ContainsTimestamp historical operation instantiated with the common_points timestamp predicate to filter out all suspects that have an alibi for the time of the robbery. If a suspect does not have an alibi then they are added to the collection suspects_with_no_alibis. It should be noted that if this query were issued through TripodÕs spatio-historical OQL, then the query would utilize any available indexes on the stored data, and hence improve the runtime efficiency of the algorithm.
Query (b) is answered by assuming that in the vicinity means within the block enclosing the location of the robbery. In line 20 we traverse Crime_IncidentÕs non-historical relationship occurs_in to find the block that the robbery occurred in. We can then ascertain what the geographic extent (historical attribute) of that block was at the time of the robbery by calling the FilterByTimestamp historical operation instantiated with the common_points predicate as shown in line 23. The nature of the common_points predicate assures that the operation returns a history with either just a singleton value or that is empty. Because line 27 tests for the empty case, if that test fails we can use the LatestState operation to retrieve the single existing state. Once we have found the geographic extent of the block at the time of the robbery, we find all suspects that have an alibi for the time of the robbery by calling the ODMG-standard create_difference on set-valued collections (line 34). We then iterate over this collection and over the states in the suspectÕs alibi history. Line 44 calls the encloses spatial predicate to check, in the alibi, whether the suspect was located in the block (note that each state of the alibis attribute is a structure with attributes location and verifying_person, as shown in Fig. 5 ). All qualifying suspects are added to the suspects_with_alibis_in_locality collection.
Implementation
This section describes in more detail the various components of the Tripod architecture shown in Fig. 1 , and in particular (as shown in Fig. 29 ) how these components interact with each other in the specification of spatio-historical database applications. There are three main components in the Tripod architecture: a Persistent Store that is responsible for loading and saving persistent objects to and from the database and also for maintaining metadata about a particular database schema; a Query Processor that is responsible for optimizing and executing database queries; and a Programming Language Binding that is responsible for providing programming language access to the database. The definition of a Tripod database consists of two parts: a schema (defined using a declarative object definition language (ODL)) to specify the structure of user-defined types and their behaviour, and an implementation of each of these behaviours specified using a programming language binding--in our case this is C++. Since the ODMG model does not define an object manipulation language (OML), developers must use the programming language binding to create, update and delete objects. This API corresponds to the operations presented in this paper to manipulate timestamp and spatial literal values and histories.
The Tripod ODL preprocessor lies at the core of the process of producing a database specification. It is responsible for analysing an ODL schema specification to produce: a set of C++ header files whose structure corresponds to that of the types expressed in the ODL schema definition; an instance of the Tripod metamodel (which is a superset of the ODMG metamodel) containing high-level information about the structure of the database schema that is used by (amongst others) the query processor; and methods to load and save persistent objects to and from the Tripod persistent store.
Once the application program and type information is compiled into object code, it is linked with libraries that implement the Tripod runtime system, and the persistent store. The library implements the core ODMG object model types as well as the Tripod spatial, timestamp and historical types. The persistent store runtime library contains the functionality needed to create and manage database connections, transactions and queries. The output of this process is an executable application that interacts with the underlying spatio-historical OODBMS.
When the state of a database needs to be queried, developers can either write native language application programs or issue declarative OQL queries. TripodÕs OQL extends that defined by the ODMG with spatial, timestamp and spatio-historical constructs.
Interested researchers may download a prototype of the implementation from http://img. cs.man.ac.uk/tripod/.
Related work
There are relatively few proposals for temporal object models (see the survey in [40] ), with the majority of previous research focussing on extensions to the relational model. Temporal extensions to the relational model have focussed on either tuple-timestamping [30, 31] (each row in a table has an associated timestamp), or attribute timestamping [14] (each cell in a table can have an associated timestamp). The earlier tuple timestamping methods suffered from integrity problems when key columns were projected from relations, a problem that was not exhibited by the attribute timestamping methods. Although some implementation work was undertaken of tupletimestamping models and their associated query language, we are not aware of any such effort with the attribute timestamping models.
With specific reference to temporal object models, the historical object model proposed by Bertino et al. [3] most closely relates to our work. They propose a temporal extension to the ODMG object model, called T_ODMG, that utilizes property timestamping to maintain how an objectÕs properties change over time. The value for each T_ODMG object property is a function of time, utilizing interval-based timestamps that resemble the corresponding Tripod notion. It can be seen that Tripod provides additional modelling scope by providing instant-based timestamps, thus facilitating the modelling of histories with discrete states, capable of realising such properties as discrete temperature change over time. T_ODMG addresses concerns that we have not addressed, e.g., particular attention is paid to modelling objects that migrate to another type during their lifetimes. While the structural component of the T_ODMG model is well documented, the behavioural aspects of temporal domains are less so. We believe that the details of such behaviour (such as reported in this paper) are a necessary precursor to the definition of essential system components such as language bindings and a query language and its corresponding optimizer. It should be noted that in accordance with our aim of orthogonality, Tripod can function as a purely temporal database to provide functionality as described in this section.
There are several geographic information systems (GIS) available (e.g., [39] ), and many database vendors are providing spatial capabilities in their systems (e.g., [1, 34] ), these systems however do not provide integral support for capturing how the spatial (or aspatial) properties of stored entities change over time. If a developer requires such facilities then they must write bespoke code to manage such time-varying data. It is this essential functionality that Tripod delivers to developers within the database kernel, thus removing the need for developers to write and optimize the required spatio-historical functionality. With specific reference to the spatial capabilities of existing GISs, we recognize that there will be functionality provided by these systemsÕ operators that is not present in Tripod (the spatial features supported by commercial DBMSs is typically more limited than that of commercial GISs). In adopting the ROSE Algebra [23] , we believe that we do however provide functionality that will capture the spatial requirements of the majority of spatial applications. Once again, Tripod can operate as a purely spatial database.
There are fewer proposals for spatio-temporal object models (see the survey in [43] ). Of these the MADS model [36] reflects many of the concerns identified by the Tripod object model, including the orthogonal treatment of spatial and aspatial concerns. While the MADS model provides facilities to model spatio-temporal types and relationships, its orientation is towards the design of spatio-temporal applications, and therefore it currently does not directly consider the concrete operations necessary to manipulate and query actual data conforming to a specific MADS model. It is these types of applications that Tripod, through its spatial and historical constructs, realizes.
Both our data model and that of [3] utilize a discrete model of time. Other proposals exist for data models that capture objects whose properties (spatial and aspatial) are continuously changing. These models are typified by the moving object approach adopted in [22, 37] , which allow the state of each spatial and aspatial property to be expressed as a continuous function of time. Queries about the position of spatial data can then be inferred by the interpolation of spatial values between known bounds. This provides an expressive mechanism for the representation of moving points and polygons (although [37] only considers points). Querying moving object databases is achieved by extending an existing database algebra through a process called lifting. This allows non-temporal kernel algebra operations to be applied to temporal types. It should be noted, however, that such models do not provide comprehensive support for temporally changing aspatial data and object model constructs such as relationships, which are supported in a uniform way by the Tripod data model. In contrast, Tripod does not model continuous change, as it explicitly targets the large body of applications in which objects change in discrete steps. These include cadastral [42] , cartographic [35] , demographic [25] , and crime-related [5] applications. The application in Section 2 utilizes both cartographic and crime-related features.
Conclusions
The aim of the Tripod project is to design and prototype a complete spatio-historical database system. This paper presents the core spatio-historical data model which forms the foundations of this work. In particular, this paper has:
(1) Presented a collection of primitive timestamp types whose foundations lie in the existing spatial ROSE algebra [23] . The intrinsic relationship between these timestamp and spatial types promotes consistent and complementary facilities for representing time and space. (2) Described how these timestamp types can be used to underpin the notion of a history, as a generalized mechanism through which both spatial and aspatial change can be recorded over time. (3) Shown how TripodÕs spatial and timestamp types and the notion of a history can be used to orthogonally extend the ODMG object model to form a spatio-historical object model. (4) Illustrated how these core modelling concepts are used within a spatio-historical database architecture to provide a formal description of the data structures and operations that are necessary to underpin both a query calculus and native language bindings. 
